A Hornet Nation Guide to appropriate dress.
“You can never be overdressed or overeducated.”

Oscar Wilde
Let’s review examples
Dress Code

Please wear shoes and appropriately fitted clothing that cover undergarments from the neckline to the knee.

What NOT to wear:
(Not covered in the visual)
- NO PJ’s or Blankets
- NO Hats or Head Coverings
- NO Offensive or Inappropriate wear
- ALL rips or tears must be covered with no skin visible

(Covered in the Visual)
- NO Sleeveless Tops
- NO see-through wear
- NO sagging or visible undergarments
- NO slides, slippers, heels over 1-inch, or backless footwear

School ID MUST be worn at ALL times
Nice Jeans
Shoulders covered
Collar
Sleeves
Khakis
Nice Jeans
Shoulders covered
Belly covered
High Cut

Hoops okay
Shoulders covered / High Cut
Belly covered

Shoulders covered
Classy & Stylish Sleeves

Shoulders covered

Appropriate Pants

Appropriate Shirt

Classy & Stylish

Belly Covered
Sleeveless Shirt
Sagging Pants
Visible Undergarments
Blankets
NO Slides, slippers, or footwear without a back strap
Not Sure?...
Ask BEFORE you wear it!